Abstract
Introduction
A web crawler (also known as a web spider or web robot) is a program or automated script which browses the World Wide Web in a methodical, automated manner. Web crawlers are mainly used to automatically maintain tasks on a Web site, such as checking links or validating HTML code and create a copy of all the searched web data for later processing by a search engine, which will index the downloaded pages to provide efficient searches. With The World Wide Web (WWW) rapidly developing, the number of Web pages is growing exponentially. According to the statistics [1] , up to June 2013, China has over 100 billion Web pages and nearly 2.94 million websites. So it is really difficult for net users to gather the information that they want. Although we have general search engine such as Google, BIDU and so on, it is still inconvenient for us to get the information in specific area. To solve this problem, researchers proposed the vertical search engine [2] .
Topical crawling is currently a hot research topic that holds the promise of benefiting from several sophisti-cated data mining techniques [3] . The performance of a focused crawler mainly decided by the richness of links in relevant topic being searched, and focused crawling usually depends on a general web search engine for providing seed points. Focused crawlers can be mainly categorized as: classic focused crawlers、Semantic Crawlers and Learning Crawlers [4] .Classic Focused Crawlers [5] take as input a user query that can describe the related topic and a set of seed page URLs. Text similarity is computed by the Boolean or the Vector Space Model (VSM) [6] . Semantic Crawlers [7] are a variation of classic focused crawlers for harvesting semantic web content which has been implemented in Java using the Jena API. Semantic Crawlers provide a modular framework with huge flexibility in
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Copyright ⓒ 2014 SERSC configuring the retrieval and storage of harvested content through the storage of HTTP caching data [8] [9] .
Learning Crawlers use some training process for assigning visit priorities to web pages which can guide the crawling process. Context Graphs and Hidden Markov Models are considered as the page content and the corresponding classification related the searching topic and the link structure of the Web [10] . Above three types of classification techniques are popular and well established in the areas of text and data mining with readily available implementations and analyze in several programming languages [11] .
A vertical search engine is different from a general web search engine which focuses on a specific segment of online content. The vertical content area may be basically depends on the media type and genre of content [12] [13] [14] . Compared with general search engine, the vertical search engine has some advantages: (1) it focuses more on the specific field, and has more professional perspective; (2) it can provide more concrete search results; (3) it can provide more accurate results. Owing to the topical crawler, all these specialties of the vertical search engine could be realized. It was the first time that topical crawler which could crawl the specific topic Web pages was suggested in 1999. A well-designed crawling strategy could be key point to topical crawler, if a topical crawler has an efficient crawling strategy [15] [16] .
A variety kind of topical crawler appeared since the topical crawler was suggested. The Shark-Search [17] algorithm (OSS, Original Shark-Search) is a classical topical searching algorithm. It has a lot of advantages such as: (1) proposed "similarity engine" to evaluate the relevance of documents to a given query; (2) brought in the vector space model (VSM) [18] to calculate similarity score of the theme; (3) proposed to use anchor text of the link in order to decide how to proceed net surfing on the Web. However, the algorithm still has two shortcomings such as the deficiency of anchor text of link and the deficiency of local optimum [19] [20] .
To solve the above problem, in the study we proposed an improved algorithm (SSCT, Shark-Search based on link Clustering and Tunneling) that was combined with two mechanisms called link clustering and tunneling to overcome two shortages respectively.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In section II we present Shark-Search algorithm of related work. In Section III we cover in detail the design of our suggested sharksearch algorithm. In Section IV we present the experimental results with discussion. Finally, we conclude the paper with future work in section V.
The Shark-Search Algorithm and Related Work
The Shark-Search algorithm a refined version of Fish-Search [21] algorithm is a kind of strategy, which was based on the analysis of text content. For the algorithms based on this strategy, they evaluate a link by computing the similarity among the contents of Web pages, the topics, and the similarity between anchor text and the topics.
Since the Shark-Search algorithm was put forward, many scholars have improved it in delicate ways. In literature [22] , due to a lot of noisy links will be contained when using Shark-Search algorithm, it improved the algorithm by proposing page segmentation which can accurately evaluate the relevance from three granularities: page, block and link. In literature [23] , it improved the Shark-Search in search width, link similar judgment and crawling link selecting strategies, takes "first search, after the judgment" of the search process. In literature [24] , a combination of URL-analysis and host-control strategy is proposed to overcome the viscousness phenomenon of the original Shark-Search algorithm.
The similarity score of Shark-Search algorithm child node is determined by three factors: the anchor text context, anchor text and the similarity inherited from parent node. The score of URL in the URL list is calculated by equation (1) .
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Where inherited (child) is used to calculate the inherited score of child node from parent node which is defined as equation (2).
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In the equation (2),  is a predefined decay factor which is range from 0 to 1 and t is topic string. The sim(t,parent) is the similarity between t and parent which is calculated by VSM and defined as equation (3). The neighborhood (child) in equation (1) is used to calculate the score of the neighborhood anchor which is defined as equation (4).
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Where β is a predefined constant range from 0 to 1 and anchor_score (child) is used to calculate the similarity score of the anchor content which is defined as equation (5). For anchor_context_score(child) is used to calculate the similarity score of the anchor context and defined as equation (6) . 
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In the equation (5), anchor_text is the content of the anchor. In the equation (6),
anchor_text_context is the textual context of the anchor. In Shark-Search algorithm, we should predefine four parameters: α, β, γ. For the most web content, its links and text emerge continuously. Because of this particularity, the Shark-Search takes context information of the anchor as the important factor of potential_score.
The Improvement of the Shark-Search

Adding Link Clustering to the algorithm
Compared with Fish-Search algorithm, Shark-Search algorithm has many improvements: (1) using similarity engine to evaluate the relevance of documents to a given query instead of the binary (relevant/irrelevant); (2) refining the calculation of the potential score of the children not only by propagating ancestral relevance scores deeper down the hierarchy, but also by making use of the meta information contained in the links to documents; (3) using the close textual context of the link, and combining the information extracted from it with the information extracted from the anchor text. However, after analysis of the Shark-Search algorithm, we can find some shortcomings described as follows.
International
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Copyright ⓒ 2014 SERSC Due to the deficiency of anchor text context, we added link clustering to the Shark-Search algorithm. We used a kind of clustering algorithm-K-mean algorithm to cluster links from different blocks of the page, then we calculated the similarity between the topic and class after the clustering and replaced anchor text context with class score lastly. We use K-mean algorithm because it's not only easy to implement, but also efficient and its time complexity is O(KN). Besides, the algorithm is easy to converge and the solution based on the nearest one.
The description of K-mean algorithm [25] as follows: The steps of how to obtain class score are as follows: (1)Transform the information of Web page into the document object model tree; then number the different node of the tree according to the different layer; finally, extract the number path of the links. The method of how to cluster can be described as this: the number path of the link1 is 1-3-5-8-11-17 (Figure 1(a) ), and the number path of the link2 is 1-3-5-8-12-18( Figure 1(b) ), we can cluster them as the same class since they have the same number path 1-3-5-8. 
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(2) Put the link of the page into queue in accordance with the order of extraction, and find the maximum same path string between two nodes which are not less than 2. Then fetch all the elements of the string and merge them into the class they belong to. Repeat the step (2) until all links cluster into its own class; (3) We assume L as all link collections to be clustering; Gi as link collections belong to class I; class_num as current class number; flag as a mark. Then do the following steps: a)Initialization : set L={u1, u2,… un};G1, G2,…Gn= ; class_num=1; flag=1; b)When the collection of L is non-null and flag=1, set flag=0; c)Traverse every ui in the collection of L, if there exist the same path to ui that greater than 1, then put ui into the corresponding Gclass_num, class_num plus 1, set flag=0; d)Repeat the step b) until flag=0 or L is empty. (4)From the step (3) we can obtain the number of links | G i |, we assume cluster_url_num as the total number of classes, cluster_url_num=Max(class_num), class score is defined as equation (7). (5)Replace anchor_context_score with class_score we can get a new neighborhood_score as equation (8) .
e ig h b o r h o o d s c o r e u r l a n c h o r s c o r e u r l c la s s s c o r e u r l
(8) From the above 5 steps, we can calculate potential score of the improved algorithm.
Adding Tunneling
As for the topical crawler, for the sake of trying utmost to avoid crawl the page irrelevant to the topic, it should forecast the topic of the page. However, we can't forecast topic absolutely correct. To avoid neglecting the potential topic related pages, we added tunneling [26] to the algorithm. Divide ULR waiting queue to queues: relevant_Queue (topic relevance queue, its topic forecast value is not less than a certain threshold) and irrelevant_Queue (topic irrelevance queue, its topic forecast value is lower than a certain threshold). We assume  (lower than 1 and defined by users) as the threshold which decide page into relevant_Queue or irrelevant_Queue and  (higher than 1 and defined by users) as the threshold which decide the depth of the crawling.
From the link clustering, we can obtain the topic forecast value of the page, and on the basis of forecast value, we know which URL waiting queue the URL of the page belong to: relevant_Queue or irrelevant_Queue. For the URL in relevant_Queue, because of topical relevance, crawl the corresponding page directly. As to the URL in irrelevant_Queue, continue crawling its descendant nodes and stop crawling its descendant nodes when the crawl depth is not less than  .
The flow diagram of the improved Shark-Search algorithm is as following Figure 2 .
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Experimental Results
In this paper, we choose "second-hand house" as the topic, the pages are crawled from six different house information websites: Anjuke, SouFun, 58TongCheng, Ganji, Fangtu and Tou ming shou fang. For the topical crawler, URL seeds and keywords are indispensable, and the detailed information is shown in Table 1 .
The parameters are set as follows:  =0.6,  =0.8,  =0,  =0.5,  =3. Crawling the pages by using the information in Table 1 , the results of the original algorithm and improved one shown in Table 2 . The experiment carries on the statistics after crawling every 600 pages.
From the experimental data in Table 2 , we can see that the improved Shark-Search algorithm crawled more topical relevance pages than the original algorithm. Although as the number of total page growth, the rate of growth have downward tendency, overall, the performance of the improved algorithm is better than the original one. Figure 3 shows the experimental comparison of the original Shark-Search algorithm and the improved one. From Figure 3 , it is easy for us to find that the improved algorithm performed obviously superiority than the original one. Figure 4 is the number of relevant pages comparison between two algorithms every 300 seconds. As seen in Figure 4 , the OSS performs not so good, the number of relevant page it crawls grow slowly as time elapse. For the SSCT, it performs not so good before 900 seconds, but after 900 seconds, it performs excellently.
Figure 3. Experimental Comparison of Two Algorithms
Figure 4. Comparison of Two Algorithms Every 300 Seconds
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Copyright ⓒ 2014 SERSC From the Figure 3 and Figure 4 , we can see the impoved Shark Search algorithm performs better than the original algorithm after adding link clustering and tunneling, so we can conclude that the improved Shark-Search algorithm adding link clustering and tunneling is feasible.
Conclusions and Future Work
Different from any other current Web crawlers, in this study we proposed an improved algorithm by adding link clustering and tunneling to overcome the two shortcomings of shark-search algorithm. The former one is to solve the shortage of anchor text context and the latter one is to solve the shortage of local optimum. We can easily extend our experiments with other Linear Regression, Bayes Network classification algorithms. Another simple extension can be achieved by combining the scores for a given URL if the URL appears on several downloaded pages. The experimental shows that the improved algorithm is more feasible and effective compared with the original one. In this paper, it is not efficient for us to crawl Web pages in single computer if the data is extremely massive.
Our optimized algorithm provides future researcher with a feasible and practical algorithm. However, accurate search result also depends mainly on choosing a good Similarity and Confidence value after keyword training related to research topic.
In the future, in order to cater the requirement of crawling massive data, we will take distributed crawling into consideration as well as different heuristics for combining the scores and compare the affects of such heuristics on crawling performance.
